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1 Introduction

Margin trading is stocks trading using loan leverage from a financial institution;

in here we call a bank. It is beneficial for improving liquidity in the market and

creating smooth price formation of the stock. However, margin trading has a

tendency to escalate the price. As the price of the stocks increases drastically,

the authority then raises the minimum margin or minimum collateral to mitigate

the risk. Theoretically it will slow down the price movement. Unfortunately, the

market reaction result is different. Most of them sell their stocks, so the price then

collapses. It was what happen in US great depression in 1929 and lost decade in

Japan 1990.

For bank or lender, increasing margin requirements is an effective tool to mit-

igate the risk. However, good investors usually also being filtered out by it, as

margin requirement only keep investors who have good working capital but, un-

fortunately, are incompetent to predict good performance investor.

In this study, we develop a new method for using credit scoring to predict

an investors’ performance when trading on the margin. Compared to a margin

requirement that screens investors merely by their capital and collateral, credit

scoring can extend the scope of the evaluation to include the character, capacity

and condition of the trader. The simulation presented here was developed from the

stock market simulation that was studied by Nakatani et al. [7, 9] and Zhu [15].

The bank agent in that model did not have intelligence and considered only the

ratio of debt to working capital. We implemented an artificial intelligence ap-

proach to credit scoring for granting loans. We used a statistical method, multiple

discriminant analysis [1] and artificial neural networks, decision trees and support

vector machines to create our credit-scoring schema.

In the financial industry, credit scoring is well known as a way to predict

bankruptcy and thus our research appears to be similar to that of others; however,

to the best of our knowledge, there have been no scientific studies of using credit

scoring for margin trading. Most of the related research considers ways to predict

bankruptcy of companies [3, 4, 5, 6, 10, 11, 14]. However, Wang [13] used an

analytical approach to measuring the credit risk for margin trading and calculated

the threshold-breaking probability, the default probability and loss given default.

In that study, financial ratios were not used to predict bankruptcy, whereas we

use the investors’ financial ratios and an artificial intelligence approach to predict

the status of each investor. We developed a method for credit scoring that uses

three classes (“bankrupt”, “surviving” and “profitable”), although most known

methods use only two classes (“bankrupt” and “surviving” or good and bad). The
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“profitable” class is useful for maintaining market liquidity when a bubble occurs.

Banks can deliver their loans to investors who will help maintain market liquid-

ity. We consider the impact of credit scoring on price movement and its effect on

controlling bubbles.

We also present a new banking strategy for taming bubbles [8]. Most economists

use financial regulations and macroeconomic policies in their attempts to tame the

crashes that follow bubbles. For example, Danthine [2] used capital buffers to mit-

igate systemic risk and Sornette [12] developed a method for detecting bubbles

and predicting crashes. In our bubble-taming strategy, we use artificial intelli-

gence, credit scoring, bubble detection and loan adjustments. We verified in our

cases that if a bank uses our strategy, it can prevent the bubble from bursting.

2 Model

2.1 Simulation Model

We develop credit scoring and implement it in the simulation to tame the bubble.

2.2 Credit Scoring

In economics, investor status s(t) is defined by using his working capital w(t) as

follows:

s(t) =











bankrupt, if (w(t)≤ 0)

surviving, if (0 < w(t)< 1.4w(t −22))

profitable, if (w(t)≥ 1.4w(t −22)),

where working capital is defined by

w(t) = cash(t) + price(t) × shares(t) - debt(t), t: time.

We want to predict this status using artificial intelligence which is one of dis-

criminant analysis, resilient propagation neural network, C4.5 decision tree and

support vector machine. The AI works as a function f (v) of eight arguments,

which returns probability of investor status:

Y = (y1,y2,y3) = f (v1, . . . ,v8), −1 ≤ yi ≤ 1 (i = 1,2,3)

where the arguments are financial ratios as follows:
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1. (market value) / (total assets) = v1

2. (profit or loss) / (total assets) = v2

3. (liabilities) / (working capital) = v3

4. (cash) / (working capital) = v4

5. (market value) / (working capital) = v5

6. (profit or loss) / (working capital) = v6

7. (liabilities) / (total assets) = v7

8. (cash) / (total assets) = v8

Each output (yi +1)/2, (i = 1,2,3) can be regarded as the probability of in-

vestor status. Function g(Y ) transforms probability values to corresponding in-

vestor status which is one of bankrupt, surviving and profitable.

g(Y ) =











bankrupt, if (y1 = maxY )

surviving, if (y2 = maxY )

profitable, if (y3 = maxY ).

To train the AI, we use the following historical data:

1. Bankrupt: 8 variables one week (5 days) before bankrupt

2. Profitable: 8 variables one month (22 days) before profitable

3. Surviving: 8 variables of surviving data

Our credit scoring accuracy shows that four methods we use have slightly

difference results. MDA is 81.94%, C4.5 is 82.27%, RPNN is 81.97% and SVM

is 82.023%.

2.3 Taming the Bubble

We develop a new bank strategy to prevent the collapsing price by using credit

scoring with artificial intelligence, bubble detection and loan adjustment.
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2.3.1 Bubble detection

By simplifying Sornette’s method for bubble detection that using log power series,

we identify the bubble phenomena with B(ti)≥ 2, where

B(ti) =
EMA(ti,n)

EMA(ti−5,n)
, ti : noon of i-th day, n = 5 (days in one week)

Here EMA(ti,n) is exponential moving average for n days and is calculated by

EMA(ti,n) = αR(ti)+(1−α)EMA(ti−1,n), α = 2/(n+1), n = 5 (one week).

We also compute daily logarithmic return R(ti) as follows:

R(ti) = logS(ti)− logS(ti−1).

2.3.2 Loan adjustment

Loan adjustment is calculated by

approved loan = financing frame × proposed loan.

A financing frame is a measure of how much leverage an investor can have from

their loan proposal. It is computed by

financing frame =











1, (RM(t)≥ 0.7)

0, (RM(t)≤ 0.1)
10
6
(RM(t)−0.1), (otherwise)

where

RM(t) =
(reserve money)

(total loans)
.

When the bubble is detected, that is B(ti) ≥ 2, the financing frame equation is

replaced by the following function:

financing frame =



















1, ( g( f (v)) = y3)
1
2
(y2 − y1), ( g( f (v)) = y2 ≥ y1 ≥ y3)

1− 1
2
(y2 − y3), ( g( f (v)) = y2 ≥ y3 > y1)

0, ( g( f (v)) = y1 )

Here f (v) = (y1,y2,y3), −1 ≤ yi ≤ 1 (i = 1,2,3).
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3 The Results

We test a smart bank and a non-smart bank under both static and dynamic reserve

money condition. A smart bank is one that has already been trained and a non-

smart bank is one that is untrained. Static reserve is the resource that maintain

a constant monetary value. A bank’s static reserve depends on the total credit

extended to all investors. Dynamic reserve is resource which depends on the total

market value, which is total number of investor’s shares × the market price.

We consider these both reserve money condition because both systems exist

or existed in the real world. At one time, money value was supported by gold

reserve and the money was limited so the reserve was static. Today, money value

is determined by central bank’s balance sheet condition which is consist of loan as

asset and deposit as liability. Increasing asset means the bank has delivered more

money in the market which is printing new money. It is called money creation.

The reserve money now can change dynamically.

3.1 Static Reserve

A non-smart bank with a static reserve strategy will cause a price collapse because

the non-smart bank cannot predict investor status so the bank is unable to request

early payment to bankrupt investor. If one big AI investor is bankrupt, he will lead

the price to burst. Limiting the amount of cash by static reserve will also have a

tendency to cause a collapse. When the reserve is gone, the bank is in a dangerous

default condition.

A smart bank can prevent the collapsing price with static reserve. When the

reserve is limited, the loans will be restricted. Thus, the prices will decrease

slightly. After the reserve is refilled by credit repayments, the bank can relax the

loans and the prices will increase. This runs in a continuous cycle. When the bank

has large cash deposits, the prices increase steadily. When the bubble is detected,

bank also restrict the loan. After bubble condition is disappear bank can relax

the loan. The bank maintains market liquidity by assessing the credit scores of

investors.

3.2 Dynamic Reserve

When the reserve is unlimited, it depends on the total value of the stock market.

It is called the money creation. Dynamic reserve provides unlimited money and

generates money creation. It nurtures the price increasing to the new level. The
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(a) Non-smart Bank Price Movement (b) Non-smart Bank Reserve Condition

Figure 1: Price Movement and Reserve Condition Non-Smart Bank with Static

Reserve

non-smart bank is again unable to prevent the price from collapsing. As bank is

unable to predict investor status, the non-smart bank provides loan to any appli-

cant. Thus, when one big AI investor bankrupt, the price movement is collapsing.

Severer impact threats the market as price escalating higher with dynamic reserve.

The smart bank can prevent the bursting price although the reserve is unlim-

ited. Increasing price with smart bank is grounded from good investor financial

status. Ability to detect the bubble and predict investor status make smart bank

is able to deliver the loan to profitable and good surviving investor on the right

time. Loan will be restricted if investor status is bad or bubble detection occurs.

When condition is safe, bank can relax the loans so market liquidity increases and

the price also increases again. Price will move to the new level if investor has

good financial status to support it. Thus, smart bank can control money creation

to nurture financial development.

4 Conclusion

We have developed a new method for filtering credit requests. The accuracies of

the predictions are above 80% and thus our method for credit scoring for mar-

gin trading can be used to manage and quantify risk. We also implemented credit

scoring in our simulation program. The results of the experiments show that credit

scoring can prevent the market crashes by allowing good investors to maintain

credit absorption. The financing frame can be adjusted to slow the rate of price in-
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(a) Smart Bank Price Movement (b) Smart Bank with Reserve Condition

Figure 2: Price Movement and Reserve Condition of Smart Bank with Static Re-

serve

creases, since it can be used to detect bubbles and to monitor the bank’s reserves.

In general, prices rise when there is growing demand and they drop when there

is excess supply. Restricting the entire market heightens the effect of a crash,

since the market needs capital in order to maintain the price. In this study, we

investigated four methods for creating a credit score; one of these methods was

from statistics (discriminant method) and the other three were from the field of

artificial intelligence. The accuracy of the artificial intelligence methods was bet-

ter than that of the statistical method, but the statistical method gave more logical

reasons for approving loans.

We have created a new strategy that banks can use to tame price bubbles.

We investigated several strategies for managing reserves and we investigated how

each of them influenced price movement. We found that a smart bank with a

dynamic reserve policy can prevent a price collapse and maintain market liquidity.

Future research should aim at improving the accuracy of predicting good in-

vestors and quantifying the risk of bankrupt investors. Risk management by hedg-

ing potential defaulted loans is another potential area of study.
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(a) Non-smart Bank Price Movement (b) Non-smart Bank Reserve Condition

Figure 3: Price Movement and Reserve Condition of Non-Smart Bank with Dy-

namic Reserve

(a) Smart Bank Price Movement (b) Smart Bank Reserve Condition

Figure 4: Price Movement and Reserve Condition of Smart Bank with Dynamic

Reserve
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